TELL HIM

[Db] [Db] [A] [A] [Db] [Db] [A] [A]

Db I KNOW SOMETHING ABOUT [A] LOVE
YOU'VE GOTTA WANT IT BAD
Db IF THAT GUY'S GOT INTO YOUR [A] BLOOD
GO OUT AND GET HIM
[Db] IF YOU WANT HIM TO BE
[Gb] THE VERY PART OF YOU
[Db] THAT MAKES YOU WANT TO BREATHE
[Ab] HERE'S THE THING TO DO

CHORUS:

[Db] TELL HIM THAT
YOU'RE NEVER GONNA LEAVE HIM
[Gb] TELL HIM THAT
YOU'RE ALWAYS GONNA LOVE HIM
[Db] TELL HIM, TELL HIM,
[Ab] TELL HIM, TELL HIM RIGHT [Db] NOW

[Db] I KNOW SOMETHING ABOUT [A] LOVE
YOU GONNA SHOW IT AND
[Db] MAKE HIM SEE THE MOON UP A-[A]-BOVE
GO OUT AND GET HIM
[Db] IF YOU WANT HIM TO BE
[Gb] ALWAYS BY YOUR SIDE
[Db] IF YOU WANT HIM TO
[Ab] ONLY THINK OF YOU

CHORUS

EVER [Db] SINCE THE WORLD BEGAN
[Bbm] IT'S BEEN THAT WAY FOR MAN
AND [Gb] WOMEN ... WERE CRE-[A]-ATED
TO MAKE [Db] LOVE THEIR DESTINY
THEN [Gb] WHY SHOULD TRUE LOVE BE
[Eb]7 SO ... COMPLI-[A]-CATED? OH YEAH OH

[Db] I KNOW SOMETHING ABOUT [A] LOVE
YOU GONNA TAKE HIS HAND
[Db] SHOW HIM WHAT THE WORLD IS MADE [A] OF
ONE KISS WILL PROVE IT
[Db] IF YOU WANT HIM TO BE
[Gb] ALWAYS BY YOUR SIDE
[Db] TAKE HIS HAND TONIGHT
[Ab] SWALLOW YOUR FOOLISH PRIDE, AND

CHORUS CHORUS [A/ ] [D/ ]